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POST-EXPO 2013: Selex ES to meet operators needs towards a smarter postal service

Selex ES, a Finmeccanica company, will bring to POST-EXPO 2013 - the international exhibition and
conference for the world's postal, logistics and courier industries taking place in Vienna 1-3 October - its
automation and logistics solutions for the support of postal operators in their journey towards a smarter and
more sustainable postal service.
At stand 1700, Hall C, the Company will be showcasing innovative handling systems for parcels, packages,
leaflets and mail, such as MPHS (Multi-sorting Parcel Handling System) and MVS (Multi-size Vertical Sorter),
Bipiano (two tier letter sorting) and CFSM (Compact Flat Sorting Machine). Live demonstrations of ICT
solutions for the effective management of multiple sorting systems will also be on display: Sm@il (Smart Mail
& Communications system); PLS (Production and Logistics Support system); and T&T (Tracking & Tracing
solution).
Based on Selex ES’ long established in-house expertise in the field of Hybrid Mail and automation, Sm@il is
one of the highlights at the 17th POST-EXPO conference and exhibition. The system is designed to efficiently
manage and optimise the complex processes involved in the simultaneous sorting, routing and dispatching
of the many communications received from various senders which are to be delivered through different
channels, be it electronic and/or physical.
During the event, Selex ES will deliver a presentation on “Game-changing innovation in parcel processing”,
at 3 pm on Wednesday 2 October. The focus will be on the benefits and developments of cross-belt
technology and it will form part of the workshop on “E-commerce and parcels - opportunities to be part of this
fast- growing market”.

SELEX ES heritage in the postal automation technology
Selex ES, the merger of former Selex Elsag with two other Finmeccanica companies, was born on 1st of
January 2013.
With an established base of expertise in postal and express courier automation, built on over 40 years’
experience, Selex ES has played a major role as reference supplier to Poste Italiane in the modernisation of
the Italian postal service since the 1960s, as well as supporting postal operators worldwide. The Company is
also a key partner to Russian Post, having supplied a turn-key automated sorting centre in Moscow, Hybrid
Mail centres in Moscow and St. Petersburg, and a new processing plant in Rostov-On-Don for mail, parcels
and packages.
Today, Selex ES is one of the leading players worldwide in the provision of innovative smart technologies
and system integration expertise for automation, logistics and ICT platforms; turn-key solutions; and support
services.

Selex ES is a global technology provider delivering innovative systems, products and solutions to answer the growing demand for enhanced capabilities in the national security and
military domains as well as in complex civil infrastructure management. Selex ES has a workforce of 17,700 people, main operations in Italy and the UK and a strong industrial and
commercial footprint in the US, Germany, Turkey, Romania and Saudi Arabia.

